
for your information:

- LED-Platine G4 => 130 Lm

- LED  Jago 1+2 => 144 Lm

- LED Savanna => 160 Lm

- LED Tadeo 4-16 =>  300 Lm

- P-LED 89 SMD => 300 Lm

HA 89        ---------------------     P-LED   89 SMD      
HA 589      ---------------------     P-LED 589 SMD    
HA 986      ---------------------     P-LED 986 SMD    
HA 189      ---------------------     P-LED 189 SMD
HA 689      ---------------------     P-LED 689 SMD
HA 289      ---------------------     P-LED 289 SMD
HHA 389      ---------------------     P-LED 389 SMD
HA 789      ---------------------     P-LED 789 SMD
HA 100      ---------------------     P-LED   10 SMD

average life halogen:
ca. 500 - 2000 h

average life LED:
ca. 30 000 h

The light output in lumens of unity is an important variable in the
Lighting technology. The regulation sets efficiency requirements for household lamps
down depending on the light output of a lamp

1. energy efficiency class

2. luminous flux of the lamp
 in the lumen
(mass of the light output)

3. electrical power consumption 
of the lamp (for the mass
 consumption of electric power)

Traditional light bulbs have
Classes D, E and F. halogen lamps
230 volts is also available in the efficiency classes
C (Xenon), D, E and F.

=> Halogen bulbs for 12 volts have
Energy efficiency class C.
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Times change, and therefore the rules. Today, the environment and efficient use to the fore.
Therefore, described below, the main related concepts.

1. Luminous flux (lumen = lm)
That's the whole of a light source (lamp) light output. The luminous flux is particularly important because it is the size,
with the consumer, the "brightness" of light sources described. For example, you can achieve with a 100 watt light bulb
approximately 1360 lumens. With a 21 watt fluorescent lamp is already about 1,900 lumens to be achieved.
The luminous flux is therefore the light that emits the light.The luminous flux is therefore the light that emits the light.

2. Efficacy
With the light yield (= lumens per watt) to assess the efficiency of lamps. The more light (lumens) is used for the
electrical power (watts) is replaced, the lower the operating costs and the better the economy. While at
Halogen light bulbs reaches about 15 lumens per watt, it can be with Leutstofflampen quite 94 lumens per watt.
Previously, the light output is given by Watt, now with lumens that describes thus the efficiency of the lamps.

Efficiency: fluorescent lamps to achieve a luminous efficiency of about 50 to 100 lumens per watt (compared to
normal incandescent lamps about 15 lm / W, a 10 watt halogen lamp about 13 lm / W) and thus have a high energy
efficiency. An LED lamp (eg Tadeo) achieves a luminous efficiency of 75 lumens per watt, and thus one
energy efficiency class A.

3. Light color and color temperature (Kelvin)
The light color of a light source is described by the color temperature. With incandescent lamps to reach about 2700 Kelvin (K) and
Fluorescent lamps up to over 6,000 K. A light source with 3,000 K has a higher proportion of red, a light source with 6,000 K has a
higher proportion of blue.
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4. Color reproduction / Ra
Colors are perceived as natural, when we see it in daylight. For this reason, approves artificial light then
a very good color rendition, if that light gives rise to the objects and their color similar to daylight.
The scale of this is the color rendering properties of a light source in steps of the "general color rendering index"
Expressed Ra. A light source with Ra = 100 shows all the colors perfectly. The lower the Ra value, the less well
the colors shown.


